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Introduction  

 

I came to Marlboro College because I wanted to be in relation to the people and the place of 
my liberal arts institution. I drove two days to school for the fall 2016 semester without having 
visited or talking to anyone other than an admissions counselor and students on a group chat. I 
wanted to study philosophy and writing, which I was drawn to then because I thought they were 
somehow fast-tracks to knowing or discerning truth. My second year I started taking art classes so I 
could prioritize something other than reading and writing, and through the encouragement of 
former Visual Art faculty Cathy and Tim, I decided to include visual art in my Plan. William 
Edelglass, my professor of philosophy, and I briefly looked for a connection between my artistic and 
philosophical interests by studying truth in art through Heidegger and the Frankfurt School. My 
project took a turn into the personal, and if I was going to make a Plan, it was going to be about 
communication in close relationships. My Plan was a process of closely examining the works of 
artists, both professionals and the ones in my lineage, and scholars of critical theory, moral theory, 
and others, and clarifying my own questions in relation to their work. My paintings, drawings, and 
writings are a realization of this goal. 

 

My artworks start out with my preoccupation with my closest relationships. Over this past 
winter break (the one referred to in the essay), I discovered my mom’s trove of watercolors and 
drawings that remained preserved, including my great-grandmother’s watercolor of a squat Uncle 
Sam with a pencilled-in sign that reads, “WE HAVE WON THE WAR,” and pastoral landscapes 
from my mom’s years teaching elementary school. I brought them to Marlboro in my carry-on when 
I came back for the semester, and when I showed them to Amy Beecher, my professor of painting, 
and was surprised at her enthusiastic response to these humble drawings. There is something in 
them I am supposed to but might never get beyond, because everything about those paintings is 
something about the way I was raised: they are humble, observing the bounds of the places they 
occur in, and modest; they are warm and calm. The quilt Mom’s mom made for me, spread over my 
bed, struck me as the same sort of object as these drawings. I’d made a quilt with clothes from 
family members the previous semester, too. Quilts are care relation objects. Usually, their tradition 
of skill and knowledge flows from the older to the younger, as in my case.1 I also make figurative oil 
paintings of my closest friends and family. They usually have small figures far away with creepily 
blank faces and features, alluding to the depth and complexity of being in these relationships, and 
worries about what my responsibilities are in the role of friend, child, sibling, or grandchild. 

 

The study of critical theory, social epistemology, and moral theory made me cognizant of 
different approaches to understanding ethical relationships. I studied social epistemology because I 
was interested in why speaking confidently is hard for some and not for others. I then studied moral 
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theory, and there began experiments with form when William urged me to write epistolary essays on 
care ethics and cognitive ethics addressed to my mother. This experiment in form artistically 
embodied my epistemological questions, which I came to realize found their most urgent form in 
my closest relationships. A question central to the work is, what should my relationship to my 
family’s oppressive cultural tradition be like? I explore this question through my relationships to my 
parents and sisters. From there, I studied the work of Martin Heidegger, Michel Foucault,  Jürgen 
Habermas, and other prominent figures in the Frankfurt School. I wanted to study and write about 
them because they recognize that our thoughts and practices are always conditioned by our 
language, communities, and history. Ethics demands that we understand the many ways in which 
our thoughts and practices are informed by our epistemic location, and to reason and work 
collaboratively for the benefit of all, especially those whose suffering results from dominant forms 
of thinking and cultural practice.  This year I’ve also been reading Michel de Montaigne and 
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, whose philosophical explorations are grounded in their own life experiences. 
More contemporary figures, such as Linda Martín Alcoff and Zadie Smith, encourage me in thinking 
and writing creatively about these topics and my own history, which is what I hope to do in the 
braided personal narrative that follows. 
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“Over time, I’ve come to be most curious about the way in which language permits 
certain kinds of sense to come forward while actively preventing other kinds of sense 
from being made.” Judith Leeman, 20072 

   
 
1. 

I painted my mom on New Years’ Day. We appointed it at dinner the night before. I warned 
her it would be a few hours. She sat in the chair I put in the hallway, facing into the kitchen, in front 
of a window crowded with plants, a pencil sharpener, and big ceramic bowls. She made suggestions 
for how I set up my paint and water. 

She propped her phone up to watch the livestream of the parade out of the corner of her 
eye, to not miss it, but her expression turned to a blank gaze as she watched. I asked her to not 
watch it. With minimal groaning she put the phone away. Instead she asked what I was reading 
about in the books I was carrying around and leaving on the dining room table all the time, reading 
while she’s driving us somewhere in the car, while eating cereal after waking up late after texting late 
into the night. I told her about late twentieth century philosopher Jürgen Habermas’s idea of 
communicative action versus strategic action and about the assumptions and/or leaps of faith to 
rationality one makes when one speaks, how we trust that speaking will do what we want it to even 
when we have no reason to think so.3 

Habermas thinks that by writing or speaking, making what he calls a communicative action, 
you’re making a claim that your communicative action is valid in four ways. You’re saying you have 
good reason to believe your act of communication is intelligible, true, relevant, and has a function 
within the community in which it has been uttered.4 Habermas says that these are attributes of 
rational speech. We give our attention to the speech and writing of those we assume to be rational. I 
think “critical” is sometimes used as the new “rational,” in a nod to the Critical Theorists, of which 
Habermas is a member of the second generation. “Critical” too often goes undefined to mean much 
in the undergraduate classrooms and rubrics where I usually encounter it. Habermas’ criteria make 
context important to rationality. His group of validity claims seems like an inclusive principle. In 
later works, Habermas makes an argument for why we should salvage rationality from the logicians 
who thoroughly annoyed people with their one-culture rationality.5 I tried to explain how 
communicative action is a form of speech, saying what you mean with all or mostly good intentions. 
You’re speaking to participate in Habermas’ four functions of speech, wanting to contribute to a 
community and to build relationships with interlocutors. On the contrary, strategic action is when 
you’re not following this, speaking with an ulterior motive, using speech and thus your relationships 
instrumentally. 6 

Sometimes, when I speak, I can hardly remember my own words; I can only remember what 
I intended to say. The dialect Mom and I used to try to bring these ideas to a level we both 
understood is like water to me, unreflected on, and I don’t think I could accurately recreate what we 
actually said here.  
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We both felt frustration bridging the gap between our perspectives. We would use the same 
word to say different things, and substitutes never communicated what we meant either. The ways 
she, and I guess sometimes I too, used words was semantically bent, subjects and objects surprising 
each other by looking the same. I have not met anyone who bends language the way Mom, a k12 
English teacher, homeschool mom, and practitioner of a living faith she would prefer to leave in 
God’s hands, does. 

 
We talked about the absurdity and courage of speaking, too, related to Foucault’s ideas in 

The Archaeology of Knowledge.7 It seems that most people don’t share the sentiment I share with 
Foucault that speaking, saying things and expecting people to trust us, is a risky thing to do. I think 
Mom might share the feeling, though, so I feel hardly any risk in trying to formulate it to her. As I 
do, I speak with animation. I forget that launching into an explanation of an idea is a social move I 
learned at college, that that’s not how my parents or their circles work. Sometimes when I start in on 
an explanation, Mom says she can’t take it, that she needs me to stop. 

 
When I released her from sitting, she immediately looked at her new likeness and told me 

what she saw and what, to her, needed fixing. The relationship of the shadows and sun on her face 
was not quite realistic although the face was still intelligible. It did look odd. It became more 
decipherable the more I got used to it. Sometimes, looking at my paintings, I can hardly see what’s 
actually there, the shapes and the colors; I can only see what I meant to do. She loves those cozy 
Thomas Kinkade cottage puzzles. 

 
   

2. 
My first “good” faces from life, in my second year of college when I’d just decided to be an 

art student, were small sketches of my friends made late at night, graphite and oil paint. We did it 
when we made time, before or after parties on Fridays, when we were all tired and unfocused.8 
These paintings show what a sitter wants to see of themselves: recognizable, likable likenesses. I 
tried to record my physical experience of seeing them, including details I noticed, but editing for 
beauty and clarity. 

I painted many bad faces throughout my short time as a student. My next “good” faces were 
the portraits of Mom (on New Years’ Day), Dad, and my twin sisters Sarah and Becky done over 
that winter break. I painted with my maternal Grandma Hill’s watercolors, on Mom’s watercolor 
pad. Grandma gave me the watercolors a year before, when I went to visit in Arizona; I had hardly 
used them in the meantime, preferring my oils. Mom showed me the pad and urged me to use it 
when I told her that I wanted to paint all of them over the course of my month there in Iowa. I 
wanted to try painting them the way Alice Neel paints, to show whatever can be found in their face, 
posture, clothes, and so on that communicates people’s common desires. The liberal arts college 
student in me thought that emotionally engaging them as I painted them was a wonderful idea. But 
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when I tried to imagine how Mom must have felt looking at the finished painting, I wondered if it 
felt like I was being gratuitously rebellious to paint them in my shorthand style still informed by 
European (“Western”) realism instead of in the equally European realism-informed but maybe less 
up-to-date sentimental and sincere manner of the Thomas Kinkade painting puzzles Mom and 
Grandma Hill do. If my disappointed audience are those who would look at these and wish they 
were more like the warm, dark cottage scenes assembled and disassembled on Grandma’s kitchen 
table, who is my new audience? 
 

   
3. 

New York poet, author, and art critic Raphael Rubinstein described provisional painting in 
two articles from 2009 and 2013.9 Rubinstein claims that the provisional has been an undercurrent 
of contemporary painting since Abstract Expressionism, which dominated the mid-twentieth 
century. Rubinstein characterizes provisional paintings as disparate in visual content, connected by 
their overall “not-quite”-ness. They are “self-sabotaging,” “demur[ring] at the prospect of a finished 
work,” “constantly risk[ing] inconsequence or collapse.”10 It is a beautiful idea and a relief: an 
artwork, or perhaps any communication, doesn’t have to be “finished” or “carried to 
completion”11to be valid in at least someone in the art world’s eyes. Might it be unnecessary to deem 
something done, as good as it could get, deserving to stay how it is forever like marble temples? 
And, even better: “The provisional is born in the moment when the painter hesitates between 
painting and not-painting-and then begins to paint nonetheless.”12 I think the risk of inconsequence 
when making is something I already feared, so provisionalism feels like a comfortable solution. I 
want the value in what I do not to be based on beauty, hegemonic discourse, or a personal desire for 
a stake, control. But maybe there is an argument to be made for the value of the never finished, the 
presumably humble stance in not completing, or ever showing, one’s work. In turn I wonder what 
connections I can make with people  from my particular vantage point and social circumstance, with 
its privileges and limitations, by allowing my work to be seen unfinished. I could make an artwork 
for a reason other than honoring my own ability to do something good, to do the right thing 
perfectly well, that could just as easily get interpretively missed by audiences near and far. 

Habermas’ four claims to validity (when you wish to communicate something, you will do it 
clearly, believing it’s true, having reason to believe it’s true, and saying it with the intention that 
you’re doing something good for the communities the communication impacts) could be extended 
to artists by considering  artworks as forms of communicative action. Paintings or their artists would 
be expected to make the claims that their works are intelligible, truthful, worth looking at and 
interpreting; that they have a function within some community. Provisional paintings and their 
authors reject such validity claims. Rubinstein contrasts provisional paintings and paintings “last 
paintings” like those produced by Ad Reinhardt, which “appear within a narrative about the end of 
painting, an art history that believes (or believed) in a certain progressive logic.”13 To me, equally 
impossible are making the claims to a philosophy to end philosophy, a dance to end dance, or the 
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same in music or any other artistic output. I want to refuse these as standards or requirements I 
must meet to communicate. 

Habermas never intended to make his philosophy a gatekeeper to artistic production. 
Instead, he was trying to describe a widely accepted norm of what communication should do. 
Responsibility for recognizing the rational communication of the writer or artist is on the audience, 
too. For painters, this might look like the work of critics, curators, galleries, not to mention the work 
of anyone who looks at the painting with openness. For writers, this might look like the work of 
reviewers, publishers and booksellers, along with the audiences who read bought or found copies.  

Of course, in this essay, I’m being careful to be rational in Habermasian ways (intelligible, 
sincere, trustworthy, and communally-responsible). However, I can’t guarantee that I will be 
intelligible to any audience I have. I am most able to make Habermas’s four claims to validity when 
my family is my audience, because we know each other, thus knowing what will be intelligible and 
helpful to our family community. But even with my family, I will never be purely acting for the 
family’s good. To a broader audience than my close living and working communities, the validity 
claims are even harder to satisfy. I’m not sure that what I’m saying has a place in a community. 
There are many others whose voices and artworks deserve to be heard more than mine. This piece, 
my paintings, and my conversations would probably not be judged valid communication, but no one 
is dissuading me from writing, painting, or speaking because of that. A possible way to participate in 
any of these is to embrace the half-validity of the halfway-there. I have to find another way to 
participate, even if it is always referential to Habermas’s communicative theory: I have to 
acknowledge that I’m not there, and my goal is not communication that can claim complete validity. 

I need to continue to observe how and where I hand out authoritative and interpretive 
power--and how I claim it. No one, on their own, has authoritative power over the stories of their 
families and cultures.14 This is not a final version of the story of my parents and I. 

 
 

4. 
Foucault’s iterative and descriptive style of writing is an expression of his idea of how 

knowing works. Part of his investigation into knowledge in The Archaeology of Knowledge, is a 
development of the idea that getting one’s point across, especially an academically technical one like 
his, will be laborious, requiring a lengthy traverse of concepts, definitions, connections, and 
iterations, prone to generate misunderstandings in its interpretation. He writes in the introduction, 
“Hence the cautious, stumbling manner of this text: … at every turn, it denounces any possible 
confusion...it is not critical, most of the time; it is not a way of saying everyone else is wrong. It is an 
attempt to define a particular site by the exteriority of its vicinity; rather than trying to reduce others 
to silence, by claiming that what they say is worthless, I have tried to define this blank space from 
which I speak, and which is slowly taking shape in a discourse that I still feel to be so precarious and 
so unsure.”15 The book is in four sections, in each reiterating his thoughts on knowledge more 
concisely. The last iteration wouldn’t have made sense without the rest of them coming before. So, 
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too, do our versions of what is real, true, and helpful not make sense until we have a common 
background of understanding. In the conclusion, Foucault is able to tell the reader what he had been 
doing: 

 
“[M]y aim was to show what the differences [of speaking subjects’ construction and 
form] consisted of, how it was possible for men, within the same discursive practice, 
to speak of different objects, to have contrary opinions, and to make contradictory 
choices; my aim was also to show in what way discursive practices were distinguished 
from one another; in short, I wanted not to exclude the problem of the subject, but 
to define the positions and functions that the subject could occupy in the diversity of 
discourse.”  
 
There’s no way to say that Foucault has arrived at a last iteration. In all the time and space he 

took to communicate, he was developing his ideas and methods.  
 

   
5. 
  Not much direct sunlight enters our house. One window faces the south and nine face the 
north. The back door, also to the south, used to be the main door, leading from the back porch, and 
now it opens onto a mud pit. My parents are waiting for the weather to get warm to have a church 
friend who is a retired contractor help them build the porch. When I was there, I gathered that my 
dad was going to do it himself, but acquiesced when another visiting contractor gently told him that 
the methods he planned to use were long out of date. Our basement walls are the bare limestone 
visible from the outside. Mom keeps the heat high because the draft is worse upstairs, so it’s 
probably 65 degrees on a calm day and 60 on a windy day. Some winters, a ton of flies survive by 
living in the attic and die on the windowsills and carpets and comforters on beds and piles of stuffed 
animals in my old bedroom. One spring, a dumbfounding amount of ladybugs clung to the front 
window in the living room, crawling on the wood floor and the rug and the ceiling and the lace 
curtains, which Mom bought white and cheap at the weekly auction at the county fairgrounds. 
 
 
6. 

During the years she was homeschooling me, in elementary and middle school, I went 
clothes shopping with Mom a lot. We’d hit the Salvation Armys, Goodwills, small-business thrift 
stores in three different towns, and we’d go thrifting anywhere we’d travel. I became hardwired to 
stand on tiptoe in department stores and meerkat around for big red clearance signs, usually 
appearing in the furthest corners. We’d look at the clothes as if they were artworks, analyzing their 
form, color, style and construction. We would look at racks and racks of clothes, for hours, and 
often leave with only one thing or nothing. What we were looking for was undefinable. My mom 
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would share her opinion of what looked good, or was appropriate, or what she just liked. I could 
share my opinions with her, too; in this context, they were not seen as disrespectful - aesthetics 
answered to no hierarchy of experience here. Each judgment was nonbinding, not essential or 
ultimate. It was our play. 

 
Sometimes, I’d tire of being in the store before Mom did. I’d stand next to her and start 

chattering. 
“Mom, I want to go home.” “Mom, I want to go read. ... Mom. I’m tired.” “I need to go to 

the library.” “I’m hungry.” “We have to go to the grocery store still.” 
 
 If she was still standing at the rack of clothes, turning, turning, turning wire hangers in 

rhythm, I’d get right up next to her on the side opposite the door and gently but persistently push. It 
took a surprisingly long time for her to say something about it. And then she just said, as if I was the 
most joyfully funny thing she had ever seen, “Are you going to push me all the way out the door?” 

 
   

7. 
According to philosopher Virginia Held’s ethics of care, we learn how to behave ethically 

through care relationships.16 Empathy is first learned in relationships where a person receives 
survival-ensuring care that they are not able to, or expected to, reciprocate. Any child who had 
someone who cared for them has received the normative construct, the knowledge, of ethical 
behavior. Held writes, “The ethics of care recognizes that humans are for many years of their lives 
dependent, that the moral claim of those dependent on us for the care they need is pressing, and 
that there are highly important moral aspects in developing the relations of caring that enable human 
beings to live and to progress.”17 As people develop relationships where some burden of care falls 
on them, their view of care will probably change and grow. Care ethics is a form of moral 
particularism since it focuses on the lived experience of each person as the generator of a moral 
sense.  

Moral particularism stands in contrast to monism (morality has one foundational rule, found 
outside the individual experience of the self, that people have to conform to to be moral) and 
pluralism (there are multiple foundational moral principles, also found outside the individual 
experience of the self, that may not rationally align). For Held, the ethics of care shouldn’t need to 
contend with other moral theories for dominance. Instead, it “emphasizes neglected moral 
considerations of at least as much importance as the considerations central to moralities of justice 
and rights.”18 Care ethics refers to a morality based on universal rights as a norm-based morality, the 
logic of which is an extrapolation of the logic of particular care relationships. Universal rights are not 
fundamental to the development of morals, but rather the other way around: the normative ability to 
extend empathy to people beyond the ones whose requests are compelling to you develops only 
after experiencing freely given, loving care.  
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In his scholarship on moral theory, Jonathan Haidt puts forth a non-exhaustive list of six 
moral scales and explains their vestigial purposes with evolutionary psychology. The six scales are 
authority, fairness, care/harm, liberty/oppression, loyalty, and purity or sanctity/degradation. Haidt 
claims that moral judgments are the basis of the political beliefs of U.S. conservatives and liberals, 
and their difference in moral reasoning is the source of all their differences. Conservatives value all 
six moral qualities, and liberals focus exclusively on the care/harm scale with a broad ability to feel 
empathy.19 Haidt’s characterization of care as “related to our long evolution as mammals with 
attachment systems and an ability to feel (and dislike) the pain of others” and as “underl[ying] 
virtues of kindness, gentleness, and nurturance” is not as developed as Held’s, but their focus on 
nurturance and empathy that prioritizes close relationships are comparable.20 Such a sterile 
description of why we divide the way we do doesn’t explain people who change. Did my supposedly 
equally strong allegiances to the moral values of sanctity, authority, liberty, loyalty, and fairness 
disappear when I moved away from home and became more liberal, as my subscription to care 
eclipsed all else? If my parents are politically and socially conservative, was their care for me, and 
their tie to any morality at all, less strong than more liberal parents? It doesn't seem that people 
whose moral concerns might be eclipsed by care, like new parents, suddenly become liberals if they 
were conservatives before. I know many liberals, too, whose rationale for their political beliefs value 
fairness, loyalty, and purity, and respect for authority. 
 

   
8. 

Mom has painted her whole life. At home, she showed me her and her grandma’s paintings 
that she has saved for many years. She produced old, dusty sketchbooks from the disparate places 
she had decided to store them, from the storage shelves and bigger paintings from the loft in the 
barn, behind the overstuffed living room chair where she had tucked Heidi’s high school art 
portfolio, from my room with the stack of my sketchbooks. I was surprised with the carefulness of 
each of them, which reminded me of her cousin who is a textbook illustrator, making soft, detailed 
renderings of fish, insects, and plants for a living, traveling all over the States. Mom’s artwork now is 
acrylic paint on wood, metal, and stone, bright and blotchy like another cousin’s artwork who makes 
abstractions with colorful glass for a living in Oklahoma City. I keep encouraging Mom to paint and 
get her work out there, inquire around in clean, bright, comfortable bank lobbies, insurance lobbies, 
movie theater lobbies, or tiny coffee shops bursting with gingham about showing it. She seemed 
unsure, first about whether her work was “good” enough to show, and second, whether she wanted 
to show them. I’d better not push her too far out the door either—it’s her art. I recommend 
Grandma Moses’ paintings, since I know she would like them. I encourage her to make her own 
paintings, cooing and ahhing at her landscapes, still lives, representative and non-representative 
quilts, and words painted on wood. I think my gentle pushing was the most encouragement her art 
had received in a while because the general perspective around our place is that art- and 
craft-making is unproductive. Interestingly, my suggestion of publicly showing her art and crafts 
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would make them suddenly productive. So why am I rooting for it? I might find an answer in asking 
myself why I want an audience, and then wondering if she has the same desires. All the more reason 
to leave it up to her. I asked if I could show them with my own work in my thesis exhibition this 
spring and she said yes immediately.  

 
   

9. 
Mom has finite patience for my “whys.” I can easily ignore my conscience, or critical voice, 

telling me to consider how much Mom doesn’t want to talk about how alone we all really are in our 
experience, or the difference between moral norms and social norms, or if something can be Iowa’s 
favorite descriptors, weird and good, at the same time. When I do prod Mom into philosophical 
discussions too much too fast, she’ll say, “Jenny. Whatever.” Or, now, as it’s become more common, 
“It’s a ‘whatever’ thing.” But I confound her with reasons, narrative, and questions. I’m like an NPR 
station she can’t turn off in her own car and home. I ask questions of her that approach the same 
point David Foster Wallace has for attendees of the Maine Lobster Festival, substituting “food” for 
“communicative practice” and “real gourmet” for, perhaps, “conscientious community member”: 
“...Do they ever think about their reluctance to think about it? After all, isn’t being extra aware and 
attentive and thoughtful about one’s food and its overall context part of what distinguishes a real 
gourmet?...it’s probably best to stop the public discussion right here. There are limits to what even 
interested persons can ask of each other.”21 

 As many have said, students who let dominant philosophy influence them like me can be 
hard to converse with. And, too many “whys”  might be antithetical to the implicit shared 
knowledge well-loved in the Midwest: if you’re gonna have thoughts and feelings, don’t talk about 
them; act on them. Philosophers shouldn’t presume to spread their illness of examining and 
discussing things.22 

Philosophical “whatevers” are the stuff of living, unsurprising, and most people’s way of 
dealing with them probably echoes Mom’s. But I still stop what I’m doing when one occurs to me, 
taking time to reorganize myself in light of new consciousness. My autobiography would culminate 
in whatevers, a memoir full of them: to me, they are the most important things that encompass 
everything else, but I can imagine it would be anticlimactic to most. When I’m living at home for a 
stint Mom and I become each other’s default companions. I unthinkingly take advantage of a captive 
conversation partner. Mom has much less patience for this less gentle intellectual kind of prodding, 
which I am foisting on her in her home, where she has made a welcome for me.23 
 

   
10. 

The year before I started college, my parents drove from our house to North Carolina to 
pick me up from a seasonal job on a trail crew. I showed them the trail in the Smoky Mountains I 
had been working on, and we spent the next day at a favorite spot in Pisgah National Forest. I loved 
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the idea of taking them to those places that meant so much to me. They liked the hikes. I remember 
Mom being stressed during it, maybe because I seemed worried and annoyed that she was stressed. 
This bad communication, the fussy mismanagement of moods, makes up a good deal of our daily 
relationship.  I took a video of one such moment that illustrates it better than I can describe: 
 

https://youtu.be/koGCoT1mw0o 
 

I’m fussy and anxious too. It’s useless to accuse Mom of passing those attributes down. 
Who, after all, is responsible for my character? 

 
   

11. 
Talking on the couch, Mom said, “Your high school teachers and college professors 

influenced you.” She meant that they led me away from her and Dad’s guidance, their church 
community, and beliefs. For my parents, everything must shore up a vise grip on basic 
fundamentalism. This principle Guard your heart, for it is the wellspring of your life allows for seeing only 
the facts or beliefs that are desired. No one’s been questioning her. She told me, “I don’t talk to 
many people.”  

 
Schooling did influence me in the direction she indicated, but none of my professors  felt 

malice toward Christians. I would say that high school drew me toward other curiosities and 
pursuits, ones in which my parents didn’t immediately see value. I would guess many of my high 
school teachers considered themselves Christians; my college professors have an entirely different 
view of Christianity. I told Mom so, that they valued whatever in their faith is nurturing. Any 
critiques on religion they might express to their students are well-considered, based on social 
judgments common to the religious and nonreligious alike: Faith is about what’s internal, so as far as 
one shouldn’t make judgments about whether another is ‘really a Christian’ since it’s rude and 
indefensible (a principle my parents believe), one should also hold back judgments on whether or 
not someone’s creed is the right one. A person can act like they’re sure about the reality of their own 
faith, but they can’t be sure about others’, since all they can base their judgments on is their lived 
experience, which is all we have. As Habermas might say, our rationality is always conditioned by 
our lived experiences. While we can trust rationality, it may not look the way we expect when we 
encounter it in others. 
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12. 

 
Marlene Dumas, My moeder voor sy my moeder was (my mother before she was my mother), oil on canvas, 

201024 
 

A figure of a young woman who appears to be from the forties or fifties is the subject of 
Marlene Dumas’s painting My moeder voor sy my moeder was (My mother before she was my mother). The style 
of painting brings in the familiar visual language of a photograph through the simple and literal 
human details of the woman recorded. Some of Dumas’ other works are corpse-like, washy 
paintings of round, puffy faces with limited cool gray palettes. This painting of a 
woman-before-her-motherhood brings to mind passing time in: her slightly angled lean, the cut of 
her dress, surroundings gilded in sepia. As I look at it I remember that when this was painted 
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Dumas’ mother was already very different, maybe hardly recognizable as the same person. Mom’s 
dad was a picture-taker on hikes and vacations, and so I have ample experience discovering what my 
own Mom looked like before she was my mother. I compare that to the appearance of the person 
who raises me. The way Mom talks about her life then makes me wonder what life was like then, 
what was on people’s minds, her mind, how she felt about her parents, how her existence interacted 
with the politics of the time, but I can’t imagine she would give up the sort of answer I seek. 
Anticipation of that disconnect makes me unwilling to risk the question at all. But looking at the 
pictures and hearing whatever it is she’s saying might be enough, might get me closer to knowing 
how to ask. 

As she cares for us, Mom doesn’t know what will happen to her children—she can’t be 
around to witness our whole lives, just as there is some barrier between me and the woman who 
became my mother. How could people so young decide to make such a weighty commitment? The 
culture she was in views having children favorably: our tradition tells us that having children and 
raising them to be Christians is one of the most holy and important things a woman can do. I have 
never asked them why they decided to have children. Virginia Held would say that, after they had 
kids, they were guided in their relationships with their children by the “moral emotions,” “such 
emotions as sympathy, empathy, sensitivity, and responsiveness.”25 Of course, guided by custom, 
most of us would do equally irrational things.26 

 
 
“To say the truth, by reason that we suck it in with our milk, and that the face of the 
world presents itself in this posture to our first sight, it seems as if we were born 
upon condition to follow on this track; and the common fancies that we find in 
repute everywhere about us, and infused into our minds with the seed of our fathers, 
appear to be the most universal and genuine; from whence it comes to pass, that 
whatever is off the hinges of custom, is believed to be also off the hinges of reason; 
how unreasonably for the most part, God knows.” 
—Michel de Montaigne, Essays27 

 
   
13. 

When they call me on the phone, my dad and mom will just start talking, about any little 
occurrence that has happened since we last talked, and the weather. Once I asked Mom to slow 
down, asked her why she was telling me such things, and she said, “I’m talking, I’m talking. We’re on 
the phone,” and I said “Okay, I’m sorry!”28 These past four years, I talk to my family far too 
infrequently when I’m gone. I talk to them a little less than once a week now that shelter in place 
orders are in effect in most places in the U.S., but it was less than once a month when I was on a 
college campus with friends to see. I am almost always the one to initiate contact with all five of my 
family members. 
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14. 
One summer, I think the summer my sister Becky married, the house project was to remove 

the shell of 1960s stucco to reveal the structural yellow limestone blocks underneath. Heidi, Becky, 
Sarah, Mom, Dad, Grandma Hill, Becky’s then-husband Chris, and I all took turns with the maul, 
chipping away and sometimes breaking off satisfyingly large chunks of stucco from the thick walls of 
Mom’s family’s homestead. Black-grey-white cracked stucco fell away, and newly uncovered, cheery 
lion-yellow crumbly-sandy stone held together with equally crumbly mortar stood. 

   
We didn’t realize then that the stucco was part of the wall’s integrity: it covered holes, 

keeping cold wind, water and mice out. Sure, the original structural limestone and wooden beams are 
necessary to having a house, but so was the stucco, How necessary are the water heater, toilet, and 
pipes; the loose insulation in the attic and the towels stuffed in the leaky corners of the front porch 
Dad made; the bubbling bathroom wall, the crumbling kitchen wall, the mold fusing the mat under 
the microwave to the windowsill, and the dust the mice raise when they rummage in the cabinets? 
Just as I think ruffling people’s emotions to say what I really need to say is necessary to loving each 
other, how necessary is offering each other more biscuits at dinner; making sure to rub Mom on the 
back just how she likes; the attitude of Mom’s singing hymns and reorganizing the shared closet in 
my room too early in the morning; and Dad’s endless working? 

 
   

15. 
There’s not a uniform sense of finish on Alice Neel’s portraits. The faces, joints, hands, and 

interesting bits of clothing are articulated in the fullest articulation of form and color. Her figures 
and their surroundings often have visible wobbly blue or black contour lines and bare canvas 
showing through. In her painting of Andy Warhol, his thin, pale figure, luminous white-gray hair, 
and sensitive face is unmistakable, but the human, not the artist, is Neel’s focus. His eyes are shut 
tight, head turned out and up, hands clasped in his lap, a hernia belt and long surgical scar on his 
bare torso. I read in an interview that she kept conversations going with her subjects as she painted 
them.29 I feel the same pressure, both out of a desire to keep an expression more interesting than 
self-concern and an internalized gendered expectation. 
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Alice Neel, Andy Warhol, 1970. Photo from the Whitney.30 

 
Neel put the particular into her paintings: the unmistakable person of Warhol evoked 

truthfully in few brushstrokes; a bright, simple likeness of her own self at age 80, comfortable on a 
striped loveseat. I would like to include Neel in the list of “provisional painters” as one who 
“struggle[s] with a medium that can seem too invested in permanence and virtuosity, in carefully 
planned-out compositions and layered meaning, in artistic authority and creative strength…”31 As 
she comes to the moment with an emotional and psychological openness, she is present to notice 
her subject’s state. The conversation between Neel and whoever was the guest in her studio, built on 
whatever relationship they’d had before, gets into the painting. Every emotion and discomfort is 
magnified a thousandfold by their shared attention on the subject’s body. 

Alice Neel might be doing all of this on purpose. Neel’s paintings are portraits that, because 
of their subjects’ odd or casual poses, and their skin and clothing folds with dead-on, naturalistic 
color relationships, remind the viewer of the visual language of documentary photography. Her 
project was documentary, too: she painted a wide array of people, from folks in her Harlem 
neighborhood to the known and powerful in the New York art world. Her early paintings are 
nightmarish gray and red-tinted pictures of children, babies, and mothers, which I read to be 
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personal emotional outpourings; the documentary style she settles into later gets at the mood and 
carriage of the sitter, paying careful attention to their eyes and the angles of their bodies. Praise of 
Neel’s work attributes her with an ability to see and convey her subjects’ attitudes,32 with her mastery 
of the variety of stares subjects tend to give painters. Visually, she focuses on what’s happening in 
the relationship between her, the person she’s painting, and their surroundings. 

Hilton Als, critic and curator who recently curated a big Alice Neel show, said, “I suppose 
I’m not the first child, or the last, to make a parent angry by taking the best part of that parent’s self 
and doing something positive with it.”33 In an article covering the show, he muses that a bit more of 
Neel’s kind of interpersonal understanding might have helped him understand his father, whom he 
spent time with infrequently.  

 
 
“[Archaeological study of painting] would try to show that, at least in one of its 
dimensions, it is discursive practice that is embodied in techniques and effects. In 
this sense, the painting is not a pure vision that must them be transcribed into the 
materiality of space; nor is it a naked gesture whose silent and eternally empty 
meanings must be freed from subsequent interpretations. It is shot through - and 
independently of scientific knowledge and philosophical themes - with the positivity 
of a knowledge.” 
—Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge34 
 
 

16. 
My understanding of artistic provisionalism is akin to my understanding of care ethics’ moral 

particularism. My experience is always limited and partial, and that informs both my aesthetic 
language and my sense of rightness. This limited experience affects the scope of the rationality that 
I’m using to measure the validity of both my attempts to make moral judgments and to make artistic 
choices. When I want to look at paintings, I look at images of paintings I already admire or try to 
find more that I would like, usually by finding artists like me, and I emulate what in them I find 
valuable and compelling.  For the most part in my paintings, the people’s facial features and ears are 
barely noticeable, if there at all; I’m never sure how to make the leap from skin to eye, from shape to 
feature. It makes for a better painting at this point to let them be too quiet. Often, these shapes of 
color work to represent the specific features an audience would be looking for. The paintings might 
only be legible if you have noticed the same things I’ve noticed about the people, rooms, states, 
relationships represented in the paintings: the way the light glints off the doorknobs; the mixed 
feelings apparent in the expression Heidi wore as she regarded me across the dining room table 
when I was sixteen and she was seventeen.  
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17. 

I worry that my paintings, with form and content seemingly so specific to my experience, 
will be way out of touch with others’ experiences and will be unrelatable, irresponsible to try to put 
forth with a claim. Why should my voice be privileged when maybe there are voices who meet 
Habermas’ validity claims better than I? What if there are voices that are more historically likely to 
be silenced than mine? Similarly, how are we to trust completely relativized morality? But then, I 
find Alice Neel’s and Marlene Dumas’s paintings of people to be very relatable even if, and maybe 
because, they’re based on what can be sensed in a real encounter, and their lives are different than 
mine, although some aspects of our identities are similar. My moeder voor sy my moeder was brings a 
certain community of viewers to a relatable experience of wondering about your mother’s past and 
its relationship to you, your present and future. Neel’s Andy Warhol brings in another community of 
viewers who recognize Warhol and the body language that shows an emotional softness unfamiliar 
in images of Warhol, including the ones he made of himself. 

 
 

18. 
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Jenny Holzer, excerpts from Truisms and Inflammatory Essays.35 
 

There is no pretension to the minor in Jenny Holzer’s work. In 1978, Holzer started posting 
versions of her list of Truisms around New York City. The work is a list of summaries of 
philosophical positions from works Holzer read as a student. By listing them alphabetically and 
uniformly, she gives each claim in the list equal truth value. Along with the formatting, the site and 
installation of the Truisms contributes to its message. There were no traces of their author. These 
ephemeral papers were wheat-pasted on street corners for people in the streets of Manhattan to 
come across without warning. They have taken a more static format after they disappeared from the 
buildings and marquees of Manhattan and were archived in books. The lines are alphabetized, 
left-aligned, punctuationless judgments about the world and life in general, formatted to one line on 
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a tall, human-sized rectangular column of white paper. The voice of the Truisms stays authoritative 
even as the statements lose coherence and individual credibility when they are presented standing in 
relationship.  

 
Holzer’s Inflammatory Essays similarly lose meaning en masse. They are a series of 100-word 

compositions from many different recognizable political stances. Examples are a fire-and-brimstone 
warning to the sinner on medium blue; an upholding of Old Testament law on raspberry red; and a 
call for an authoritarian dictatorship on light blue. But what is noticeable about the groups of 
truisms and inflammatory essays is each composition’s coherence within the represented ideological 
variety. It is overwhelming to see so many conflicting manifestos in one spot. They are removed 
from context. Each essay’s coherence on its own in this form is an effect of positive isolation and 
forceful, poetic writing.  

Holzer has said that her goal for the work was to get it in front of people and cause 
reactions.36 The Essays can be read as a postmodern political or philosophical statement that people, 
with their situatedness in their own concerns, have no real moral authority. It reads politically too, 
since our political rhetoric defines what each of us considers truth. 
 

   
19. 

The way Holzer alternately thoughtfully provoked or trolled New York City, depending on 
your view, feels a little like how I’m communicating with Mom. She could interpret my interruptions 
as cruel or annoying, me barging in, interrupting her thoughts, with often uncomfortable thoughts 
that to me feel much better experienced with another in empathy. To me, the act is an ebullient 
communicative attempt born out of a desire for relationship. 

“It’s hard to write, so I don’t do it anymore,” Holzer said in a 2007 interview.37 She dwelt on 
violence, death, and power in order to write the Inflammatory Essays, and she said that it was 
unhealthy to inhabit the many different mindsets or worldviews represented in the Essays and a later 
work, Lustmord, that took on the perspectives of perpetrator, victim, and bystander of a rape and 
murder. Now she sources text and images (which are sometimes one and the same) from found 
poems, news reports, and heavily redacted declassified government documents. She re-formats and 
displays them in galleries. Putting my mother, grandmother, and great-grandmother’s works up in a 
show that is supposedly full of my artwork does a similar thing, taking my influences and letting 
their voices come directly through to my audience: their hands, arms, and work made these 
drawings, watercolors, and quilt. I am drawing my audience’s attention to my family history, which is 
unceasingly relevant to my identity and work, no matter what I’m doing. 
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20. 
A few years ago I told Mom that she had told me a few years before, when she was 

homeschooling me through elementary and middle school, that tolerance - religious tolerance, 
tolerance of others’ ways of being especially when you don’t agree with it - was very important to 
living. I still remember the patient, hopeful tone of voice in which she said the word. 

In that more recent conversation, she said gravely, “No, I never said that.”  
 
 

“The real fantasy is that we can get out of one another’s way, make a clean cut 
between black and white, a final cathartic separation between us and them.” —Zadie 
Smith, “Getting In and Out”38  

   
 

21. 
During this same winter break I asked Mom the question that comes up with all this: What 

do you think is the right balance between maintaining traditions and embracing (radical) change? She 
said it was a good question. If I had phrased it differently, I may not have gotten the same reaction. 
In answer Mom said, “throwing family overboard so you can change ideals isn’t good.” She said 
things work a certain way, and following these defined purposes are important. Knowledge and 
technology passed down make your life better. You should preserve what you were taught.  

“That’s why there are manuals for things. If you go outside of the purpose of a vacuum, and 
go outside and try to vacuum up the gravel driveway, good luck using your vacuum again!”  
Implied was the life manual, the Bible, that people, any and all, shouldn’t disregard. 

 
 “Creativity isn’t bad, though,” she then said. “It’s not just about rules; one should meditate 

on the reasons for the rules. Some experimentation is ok; other experimentation isn’t so good. Rules 
get written so people stay safe.” 

 After this, I suggested that incrementalism might be a good policy for political change 
because the existing social order can be upheld while changes that do need to happen can be 
enacted. Mom agreed. If we had gotten any more specific we would have found things to disagree 
about. 

 
   

22. 
In an allegorical piece called “Now More Than Ever,” Zadie Smith writes, “I instinctively 

sympathize with the guilty. That’s my guilty secret.”39 Smith thinks out loud about cancel culture and 
the cultural phenomena that inform it. She points out that new information changes how we reason 
about things, and if morality and its political implications are based on interpretations of 
information, we can’t expect people reasoning with different information because of their life 
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experiences and exposures to come to the same moral and political conclusions. An important 
question the piece raises for me is, how does my sense of dignity and your sense of dignity work for 
and against us? To me, the essay is a self-critique, speaking for and to its intellectual left New Yorker 
audience. The first-person main character seems to want to stay socially, politically, and intellectually 
relevant, maybe because of her job as a professor. She has an admiring but complicated relationship 
with a hip young friend, Scout,  who tries to clue the professor in, and is impatient. The professor 
does learn a lot from hanging out with Scout, both learning directly from Scout and by having 
culture clashes with them. Scout does not learn anything while hanging out with someone from a 
previous generation. The piece explores how contextual, analytical, rational thought, which we all 
know to be the starting point for good politics, is defined differently by different people. She shows 
how people with more social power, informed by their own experience and views, can be oblivious 
to the ways their actions negatively impact others with very different needs and lived experiences.   

 
Philosopher Linda Martín Alcoff writes, 
 
“But there is no neutral place to stand free and clear in which one's words do not 
prescriptively affect or mediate the experience of others, nor is there a way to 
demarcate decisively a boundary between one's location and all others. Even a 
complete retreat from speech is of course not neutral since it allows the continued 
dominance of current discourses and acts by omission to reinforce their dominance. 
As my practices are made possible by events spatially far away from my body so too 
my own practices make possible or impossible practices of others. The declaration 
that I "speak only for myself" has the sole effect of allowing me to avoid 
responsibility and accountability for my effects on others; it cannot literally erase 
those effects.”40 

 
By only claiming my artistic and analytic output to be provisional I am trying to speak only 

for myself, to stay safely irreproachable. It starts from the particular and fails to broaden itself to 
communicate a worthy message to its community. It is so pointless to speak if I am the only one 
who will benefit or not from it, or if my whatever things are just idle wonderings. If speaking, 
writing, and making art is so hard, to whom will we give the privilege of our collective attention? 

In this case, what is paying attention to media coverage of politics for? Shall we instead think 
about what could actually cause material changes in circumstance? 

 
 
23. 

Mom said to me while I was painting her: Our understanding is always incomplete. Listen 
instead of giving answers. 
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Whatever art or analysis that could be produced is just as incomplete, even if it listens 
carefully and widely. There is always more listening to be done. Provisional painting requires that 
there is a saturation of paintings to be seen, a saturation of painters to meet and ask questions of. 
Rubinstein describes the feelings of Philip Guston as he struggled with the worth of his paintings in 
1966, beholden to the community and values of Abstract Expressionism: “driven into a corner 
against the wall with no place to stand, just the place you occupied, as if the act of painting itself was 
not making a picture, there are plenty of pictures in the world—why clutter up the world with 
pictures?—it was as if you had to prove to yourself that truly the act of creation was still possible.”41 

How do you overcome the overwhelming reasons of social and epistemological barriers to 
speaking? What is the work for? Foucault and Habermas both argue for the examination of the 
conditions out of which and into which we speak and our interlocutor’s beliefs and assumptions. It’s 
an argument for always bringing along your experiences, the context your beliefs arose from. To 
communicate across difference, interlocutors need an understanding of how different beliefs seem 
rational by different arguments in different contexts. This is especially important for communication 
between people of different generations who are situated in history differently, or even between 
people of the same age who have had different life experiences, for example because of a particular 
social location such as class, race, or ability. Sympathy and empathy can be integrated into our 
understanding of rationality if we have patience with the process of communication and with the 
beliefs of others, deeply committed to their various moralities, that may have been influenced by a 
different context. Maybe this helps you sympathize with someone who has done something 
considered “bad” by the normal that you or your neighbors inhabit. Does empathizing with people 
who aren’t seen to deserve it make you, in fact, more moral? 

 
 

24. 
There are hundreds of stuffed animals in our house. There are at least five hundred pieces of 

clothing, bought from thrift stores and garage sales and sales at department stores over the years, all 
of them recognizable by Mom. Four beds, two frying pans, a desktop computer, a laptop 
continuously plugged into a power strip. At least fifteen family photo albums. All the corners have 
bookshelves or cabinets that are filled with books, the photo albums, trinkets, papers, and other 
objects. Especially when my sisters are home, I find it hard to focus there. 
 

 
25. 

Mom said what drove her crazy was my analyzing things. Couldn’t take it. She needed me to 
stop asking her about it. Thinking about these relationships now, in the cool of reflection, I don’t 
want to cause significant distress to my own family asking them about their lives, faith, and culture. 
On the couch over winter break, at a good moment, Mom said knowing where to stop would come 
with maturity. I slowly learn which and how many subjects are off-limits with my parents. I continue 
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to approach them about the things I want to hear about, sometimes from new angles, but my asking 
is never anything other than bald-faced wishing to reach together toward new shared meaning. 
Except, as mentioned before, when I’m not above enjoying the sound of fancy words in my voice, 
or when I want them to acknowledge me. I ask my reader to listen to the snippets of family history 
that’s everyone’s story everywhere, but only my story, the unsurprising contents of my own back 
yard. I could ask delicately, humorously, outragedly, distantly.  

How do I continue an open dialogue with my parents? How can we communicate about big 
things, small things, if disagreeing on everything is too much for us? Shall I try to open up my 
relationships with my sisters again? Concur about our joy and sorrow? My family members have 
started to feel theoretical, working on this paper, thinking about them all the time, talking to them 
only over social media messengers, their faces close up but pixelated because none of us have great 
Internet, always in a vertical rectangular frame, on their respective couches, with an angle that 
overemphasizes the chin. 
 

 
26. 

I moved to Vermont during the 2016 presidential campaign. Since then I have felt 
disconnected from my mostly Republican Iowa community. I also lack a sense of what the lived 
experience of liberals was before Trump. Democrats have told me it was different. I know attitudes 
significantly shifted with Trump, but my personal life significantly shifted at the time too, so I can’t 
entirely tell the difference. But the 2016 election was a defining moment for me in the sense that it 
was polarizing for my family: my parents and Sarah and Becky, the older twins, were (are) on one 
side; Heidi and I were (are) on the other. I left home for North Carolina at the beginning of the 
election season, and then worked at a national park in Utah, surrounded by young environmentalists 
who influenced me. I shared with my new friends, other summer workers, mostly a little older than 
me, that I didn’t know who to vote for. My confident Georgetown philosophy major roommate 
repeated: “You don’t know who to vote for?!” I should have known before, but that was the first time I 
realized that fundamental, self-assured beliefs are not solely the domain of religious conservatives. 
It’s not that she and my other liberal friends hadn’t thought about it. I had thoughtful conversations 
about politics with most of these friends, and we helped each other to more compassionate 
viewpoints. 
 

 
27. 

I love my parents. Despite our differences, they continue to care for me, and I care for them 
and my sisters in whatever small ways I can offer. The complex ambivalence of our daily 
relationship is, in the long run, much better than doing whatever it takes to have a veneer of 
pleasantness over the time I’m with them. 
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“When you have five daughters, tell me what will occupy your mind, Lizzie, and then 
perhaps you’ll understand.”  

—Mrs. Bennett to her daughter Lizzie, in Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice42 
28. 

To reassure me when I’m externalizing worry to her, Mom might say: Do not worry about 
anything, but in everything, with prayer and thanksgiving, submit your requests to God. While I was painting her, 
I was externalizing my worry about my thesis paper being nothing. She told me the expectations are 
low, that doing this is for me mostly. Along with whatever rational or rhetorical assurance such a 
point gave, it was an assurance that her love would be there for me no matter what is occupying my 
mind. In this way, whether or not I’m in a frame of mind to appreciate it, she already knows 
whatever I’m trying to get across about prioritizing family and care.  

 
Hearing what Mom would say about things is valuable to me. She is saying everything that 

tradition has given her along with things she has learned by living. I have had moments, as any 
person who is going through or has been through adolescence has had, when I wanted to express 
my disagreement toward my parents. My continually making plans to live far from home at times 
when I could have been closer communicates a desire to separate myself from following exactly 
what they would like of me. She is a good mother regardless of our political, social, and 
whatever-other differences, and I must tell her. Mom has taught me to have many good qualities: 
compassion, diligence, responsibility, kindness, curiosity, empathy, flexibility. My parents also taught 
me, as their parents taught them, as everyone’s parents from the U.S. Midwest teach them, to be 
loyal to their family, time-invested in community, and endowed with a healthy self-interest (minding 
your own business). Do your good work for the honor of you, your family, your tribe, and your 
deity, if others’ wellbeing isn’t a strong enough motivator. Attending and listening at church, reading 
the Bible, praying, singing worship, and discussing how to be good Christians together with my 
family and church community is still valuable to me. Participating in the family traditions of making 
quiet art and looking back over the family history (Mom and her dad catalogue family history with 
photographs; Mom, Dad, and Grandmother Stofer catalogue it in histories that they preserve, 
research, rewrite, and compile) are also valuable to me. 

This patchwork of circumstances Mom, Dad, my sisters, and I have found ourselves in 
makes up our tradition: British- and German-American, Repulican, conservative, Baptist. And now, 
if not follow it, what do I do with it? What do I do differently? 

 
 

“After being in dialog with your grandmother you re-conceptualize your entire 
project as a timeline that draws upon the social, personal, and political histories of 
your community. You recognize how much knowledge you can draw from your lived 
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experience and how this can be shaped into a powerful project situating your family 
history within a larger cultural context.” 

—Wendy Red Star, 201743 
 
 

29. 
 Mom was raised in the suburbs of Kalamazoo. To avoid desegregation bussing to a new 

school as Mom and her epileptic brother were entering high school, they moved further from the 
city center to a lake house. Then they moved to Tampa in 1974, and both of them went to big 
Tampa schools. While riding the bus, Mom was grazed with a bullet. Recently when I asked her 
about it a little more than usual, and as she recreated the moment for me, she broke down in tears. 
A friend invited her to youth group after the incident, seemingly relatedly, and she went, it renewed 
her faith, and she decided to go to Florida Bible College. After her graduation the whole family took 
the summer and drove an RV to bunches of national parks out west, Sequoia and Yosemite and 
Redwood, Crater Lake and Yellowstone, and north to Philadelphia and D.C. Florida Bible College, 
which has since closed, was housed in a permanently closed beach resort. She never told me what 
she learned there. She focused instead on who her friends were: a slim selection of quiet, modest 
girls from churches in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Tennessee- and how fast they got married off. She 
told me a story of hiding a clothes iron burn on the carpet from her roommate, afraid of what she 
would say when she found out about Mom’s carelessness. I wonder how I take as many risks as I do 
with such timid people in my life, but, of course, my timidness comes out all the time. 
 

 
30. 

Dad’s childhood stories are less exciting. He grew up on a tobacco farm in western 
Kentucky, his dad a Baptist pastor and his mom a social worker and Mary Kay salesperson. He says 
he doesn’t remember desegregation, which happened while he was in elementary school. His life 
seemed extremely stable and now enjoys keeping it so up to a near-standstill. When he talks about 
college he does talk about the work he did, and his relationships with his roommates. And that was 
pretty much it. He joined the army’s band out of college and had his first marriage and it fell apart 
and has only briefly ever mentioned it since. He says he’s happy to tell me about it and I’ve said I 
would ask. 

 
 

31. 
Mom was married before Dad too and divorced her first husband. She has told me that that 

part of her life is dead to her now. She hasn’t discussed it except to help galvanize Becky when it 
became obvious that it would be best for her to divorce her first husband. I came upon what was 
her last name then when I found her old passport looking for my own in the filing cabinet. She 
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became Debbie Stofer at 30 in 1990. She gave birth to her four children in six years. She raised, 
cleaned, fed, and taught us with the help of our dad, Lee Stofer, Jr. Their support continues to be 
one reason we children are presented with, can find, what are probably better possibilities than they 
had, in some sense, although my parents are less financially stable than their parents were and are. I 
know this is what their generation said about their parents, but I think it’s true in some way for me 
too. This is the story I’ve been told over and over: we work hard to help you have a leg up to be 
socioeconomically successful. And good Christians. Our Christian education is much better and is 
yielding better results (we are kind, patient, loving, compassionate, decent, hardworking, law-abiding 
people) than our socioeconomic education (each of us are insecure about money and relationships in 
our own way). 

 
 

32. 
Mierle Laderman Ukeles made a maintenance art piece entitled “CARE” for the Queens 

Museum in 1969.44 It was, as described in the manifesto she published, Ukeles performing the 
maintenance of the gallery and her personal daily maintenance. Ukeles argues that maintenance 
work, usually done by women and minorities, is undervalued. Ukeles developed and subverted the 
idea that maintenance work is viewed as the opposite of art. Feeding, cleaning, fixing, and teaching 
are, in a basic sense, the conservative functions of a culture. Maintenance preserves what we have 
and ensures that the tools for easy survival make it another generation. Openness to new experience 
is the classical liberal position, but experimentation can’t happen without someone doing the 
maintenance. What reason would someone have to change their minds on their politics who live in a 
similar way to their parents, and out of all beliefs, were given the most thorough rationale for their 
parents’ beliefs over time?45  The intervention of a liberal education or of trusted people, or a 
rational assessment of one’s own situation brought on by noticing inconsistencies between belief 
and practice seem like the only likely paths to abandoning political entrenchment. 
 

 
33. 

Joyce Davenport became Joyce Stofer at 20 in 1954. She raised two children with the help of 
my Grandfather, Lee Stofer, Sr. She has not stopped caring for her children. Her continued 
emotional, social, and material support is one reason my dad is able to live the way he believes is 
best, and is able to support his children. My parents raised us on my mom’s family’s farm, bought by 
Thomas Lancaster Hill from the U.S. government, and settled around 1855, and there was not a 
sound about payment to the Illini people who lived there. Dad continued his ten-year-old business 
and built a barn with proper facilities to house it, using the money he earned to pay his children’s 
way through college. 
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Jean Springer became Jean Hill at 20, also in 1954. She raised three children with the support 
of my Grandpa, Tom Hill. She and Mom have become extremely close in the past five years, 
spending much of their time together when Grandma is at the farm for the summer or when Mom 
visits Grandma in Arizona in January or February. 

 
 

34. 
I’m pretty sure every house my family has lived in was yellow. I don’t remember if the siding 

of the house in Jonesboro, Georgia was yellow in itself or if it was the pollen. My parents, with 
considerably better finances than we have now, moved us out of Jonesboro, which was becoming 
predominantly Black. Mom said the Christian schools she taught at changed staff and students as the 
neighborhood changed. Dad would always say we moved to the farmhouse in Iowa when I was nine 
so we could to go to a “good” school district (one with mostly white teachers and white students), 
and be raised with plenty of space out at the farm, but it never made sense for Dad to abandon the 
shop he built for his business there and end up with considerably less money. Much later, on a run 
together, when I asked if he still thought it was a good idea for us to have moved, he confirmed that 
he thought it was spiritually and mentally very good for his kids. And he said that Black people had 
been moving into Jonesboro, implying an argument he felt unnecessary to make explicit.. 

The unspoken rules of telling our family story follow the rules of racial oppression in the 
U.S. I would not be the same person I am had we stayed in Atlanta. The present I’m living was 
presented to me as a better life. But how would my thinking be different if I were raised from 
infancy to adulthood in a suburb that would have changed from predominantly white to 
predominantly black around me?  What would I be like if I was a white Southern Baptist, instead of 
in a less noticeably changing rural upper Midwestern white Evangelical? What have I learned here, 
and how did that inform my perception of Jonesboro. Now, and even then, I and my family have 
avoided understanding Jonesboro as if by design. My sisters and I were sent to Christian schools to 
keep us out of the Atlanta public schools, but my sisters were put into public school in Iowa. I was 
homeschooled alone by Mom in the farmhouse. There were “appropriate” young-Earth geography, 
history, and science textbooks. I did math, reading and writing, and art. I played tennis with my 
mom, went to band at school, and was urged to make friends with the handful of girls my age at 
church. 
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Jenny Holzer, Survival Series, 1980-82, painted sign. 46 

 
 
35. 

Something I’ve learned from being in two communities far apart from each other on the 
U.S. political spectrum: to socially survive anywhere, follow the lead of whoever is the most 
dominant communicator. Think carefully at the right times and do not think at the right times. Some 
things you should express critical ideas about, as long as your expressions fall in line. Be careful to 
not say anything that will undo the peace.  

 
 

36. 
Mom is, unsurprisingly, as complex as any other person. I think I know her well, but 

although we have spent most of my lifetime together or near each other, there were forty-five years 
of her life before she had me and I was old enough to perceive anything that was going on with her 
that didn’t involve me. She is quiet about what that was like for the most part. I imagine she is, for 
the most part, quiet because she felt she had nothing to complain about: it would be a boring story 
of getting fed, going on vacation, and mundane fights. I’m sure she has feelings about the narrow 
range of possibilities she felt she had for her life; or her first marriage, its end and her regrets about 
it; or raising her four nerdy, mostly obedient daughters. All of our immediate family is adept at 
sensing each other’s emotions in proximity, but she doesn’t ever remark when my sisters and I are 
secretive about our lives away from home, outside her scope. I have one sister who repeated the 
pattern Mom set, divorcing her Christian college sweetheart and then falling quickly for a thoroughly 
conservative, responsible man around 30 when the imperative to appear as though you’re part of a 
family apparently gets louder. I consider whether this could be the case for me. This sister leans 
heavily on my parents’, especially Mom’s, support. They have much to talk about. Mom’s support 
comes at the expense of resigning to modernity, that sometimes it makes more sense to divorce than 
to cling to her ideals. The more she tells her own narrative and supports my sister, the bigger the 
hole in this carefully curated picture of the ideal gets. (Same with my speaking, of course.) 
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37. 
Kant’s theory of morality charges us to act only in accordance with that maxim by which you 

would wish everyone to act, regardless of their circumstances.47 What rules would I ask everyone to 
live by, do I implicitly ask everyone to live by in my speaking and living? Obey your parents in 
everything, for this pleases the Lord? Uphold the nuclear family and its values? Question everything 
you’re told? Some variation on the golden rule is usually touted by moral theorists and laypeople 
alike. But our sense of empathy, or our awareness of the hugeness of the world and its suffering, is 
not usually strong enough to meet the requirements of the golden rule or of Kant’s moral rule, or to 
make perfect Utilitarian equations. And how does the Utilitarian calculation work when your 
consciousness represents such a small fraction of experience? Some parts of what I thought was best 
for people before I got to college changed substantially as I cared about what new people thought, 
and then just cared about new people, who had a substantially different idea than my home 
community of what universal laws should be auto-written in everyone’s souls. My parents think one 
thing is true, and there are many others who think other things are completely, perfectly, universally 
true, and I join my professors saying that post-truth reality, where there are many realities and truths 
that are all relatively true, can’t be true. But how could I claim that my hopeful love of the 
provisional and the particular, where I envision people meeting peaceably while recognizing 
difference, is more true or more helpful than my parents’ beliefs, when considered together with 
their loving, peaceable, and politically low-impact lifestyle? 
 

 
“What will [they] do then, but perceive the appearance of the middle of things, in an 
eternal despair of knowing either their beginning or their end.” Blaise Pascal, Pensees48 

 
   

38. 
  I’ve spent time with Mom and my grandmas, Dad and other elders, historical societies of my 
community, family photo albums, and our family histories. What do I learn from them about the 
past? I only know the stories, the syntheses, of the people who tell me about the past. Some of those 
are history-buff millennials, but some are elders, and both are just as diversely and strangely 
informed and persuaded about what happened. Who do I learn from? How much do I have agency 
over who I learn from? 
 

   
39. 

As I’m studying I’m thinking that academic study both is and is not satisfying. To make a 
living, the academic’s job is to refine the quality of their thinking and to pass on whatever in the 
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liberal arts they think is worthwhile to their students, and writing a number of papers about it per 
year. It is also an economic machine. It’s more efficient in affording livings than in having 
meaningful, critical communication. Can there be an institution for a caring education in meaningful, 
critical communication that doesn’t struggle to make its living? All of this to say: This path is not a 
sure bet for finding truth, even if that’s what I’d hoped. I thought this path was a sane path even 
with insane beginnings, but it’s still insane. I think I am still at peace with doing it anyway. We will 
always be with people and wish to say things to each other. So let’s get along? So let’s find it 
enjoyable? So let’s use my degree to our advantage, joy, happiness, and wellbeing? Let’s live in 
peace? 
 
   
40. 

I am implicated in the stories that produce meaning and coherence for lives and history that 
people with proclivities for such stories write, repeat, and pass down. I memorized Bible verses at 
home and at Wednesday night church. There I learned to repeat a story of meaning. They usually 
included a leap over history from the Bible to today’s application. The force of those lessons did 
reach me. But after going to school, I feel more contingent. My artistic and intellectual production 
exist in saturated markets. My relationship with the sources of origin stories are disconnected.   

I think I can’t deconstruct the story that came before me—all I can really do is add to it, and 
recognize the contingency that, I believe, characterizes it and me. I learned the fundamental 
Christian story of meaning by heart, first from listening, then from repeating, and now I’m one of 
the ones who can speak it with some authority. An equally contingent story that I would say more 
fully explores my origins includes the lives of my ancient ancestors, whoever they might have been; 
and the things about themselves my parents and grandparents don’t tell, and the things about their 
grandparents and great-grandparents that never got told. I can only learn, repeat, and pass down as 
much of the story as I know, and my body and my paintings and care and politics will become part 
of my children’s history, and what is it that will I give them? How will I speak to them, to any young 
people, for that matter, to any people? It would be disingenuous to say what I say is much different 
from what my parents, grandparents, and on, said. 
 

Same as my relationship with church, the relationship between me, my parents, and my 
home sets parameters for my relationships with others who didn’t come from a similar background. 
I am not in control of any of those relationships, or of myself in the relationships. Another way to 
frame this paper is as a study of what in my upbringing defines my parameters for communication. 
One way I’ve been able to study my own difference from others is by putting myself in an unfamiliar 
situation (amongst the people of Marlboro College) and then returning back home after a while. 
Doing this is pretty uncomfortable. It's also no guarantee at a complete or true picture of myself or 
my roots--where I am now is not more of a view from nowhere than before. My view before was 
one informed by the cultures of Iowa Evangelicals and Atlanta Baptists and my parents’ parents’ 
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way of thinking about the world. My view now is still informed by all those things but it’s also 
informed by learning about visual culture, reading philosophy (radical and not) and speaking to 
William and my fellow philosophy students. It’s our shared task to carve out the time, 
thoughtfulness, and emotional energy. 

 
   

41. 
  When my winter break was nearing its end mid-January, I set the four winter break 
watercolors of family members in a row on the piano ledge: Mom, Becky, Sarah, Dad. As she often 
does, Mom was sitting on the couch opposite it to toodle around on social media, watch TV, read, 
and prepare lesson plans for Wednesday night children’s church, where she had a good view of the 
paintings. I sat next to her and looked at them. She told me she thought Becky was a little green, but 
I replied that Becky’s walls are green and there was strong sunlight coming through the window we 
had opened that day, the warmest it had been in a long time up there in Vermillion, South Dakota, 
34 F, and it was reflecting off everything. We chuckled grimly at the little soft orange-brown dog in 
Becky’s arms, wrapped in a towel, which had gotten ahold of a piece of chocolate I’d dropped on 
the floor and had been sick overnight. We thought of how we comforted Becky, who was worried 
sick herself after letting the much-beloved Dachsund of her boyfriend of only a month get 
unpleasantly ill. Mom said Sarah’s expression was too severe, the shadows of her forehead furrow 
and chin cleft too heavy.  
 
I asked, “do you remember what you were doing while I was painting her?”  
“No.”  
“You were asking her questions.” 
“I was?”  
“Yeah. You were asking if she wanted any of the dishes, or tupperware, or any clothes from upstairs, 
or any sheet music, or any trinkets. And that’s the face she was making.”  
 
I didn’t think my insinuation was harsh, but later Sarah said, quietly so Mom couldn’t hear it in the 
kitchen, “Jen!” 
 
 
42. 

Mom told me at the end of that winter break she’s decided it’s okay that I’m analytical and 
argumentative.  She decided I have good, if badly-considered, intentions, and I don’t understand my 
impact on her. 
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“Yes, since my illuminating discussion with Scout I have decided to join the majority 
of my colleagues in the philosophy department and point at Eastman, because who 
doesn’t know about Eastman? How Eastman still has a job we really don’t know. 
Not only does he not believe the past is the present, but he has gone further and 
argued that the present, in the future, will be just as crazy-looking to us, in the 
present, as the past is, presently, to us, right now! For Eastman, surely, it’s only a 
matter of time.” 

—Zadie Smith, “Now More Than Ever”49 
 

   
43. 

If you’re telling it honestly, trying to understand and narrate your own history, especially if 
you are coming to terms with privilege, is pretty unappealing. To many, Judgment Day is the setting 
for the whole story, and the ultimate authority is what they would consider the oldest authority, 
God—best not to tell anyone else. It is an act of disobedience to tell you that Mom’s family moved 
as part of white flight if they don’t believe that and don’t tell the story that way as a policy. To show 
the public how you and your family have been living, which you usually keep quiet within your rights 
to privacy and autonomy, is to confront how others see you, to bring light to your biases, how your 
credo and theirs stand next to each other like they’re part of the Inflammatory Essays. I’m arguing to 
my audience, including Mom and all my other closest ones, for a very slow Foucauldian practice, 
examining how your beliefs are formed. It is never done right the first time, and you’re never sure 
what you really, actually, mean to say, because you’re never finished. This careful practice isn’t direct 
action, and I’m not saying that taking political stances and putting actions behind beliefs is anything 
less than urgently necessary. Since our points of view are contingent, we must be continually open to 
critique, recognizing that critique is provisional, too. Rubinstein writes, “How does one respond, as a 
critic, to a provisional work of art?...Given the way that every judgment, evaluation and 
interpretation is subject to revision—if not total rejection—by the passage of time, doesn’t every 
critic also try to offer something that will be completely nonprovisional, i.e., durable and 
confident?”50 Neither Mom or I know whether we’re right when we talk to each other. 
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Artist Statement 
 
 

My work springs from the rather common project of identifying one’s most persistent and 
matterful motivations. What can and can’t self-inquiry tell us? Does it help with anything? People, 
places, situations, and feelings show up quietly in my work, identifiable by slight particularities, like a 
subject’s certain purple jacket or  tilt of the head when regarding what’s in front of them. Oil 
paintings of  family photographs and people painted from life are done in harmonious muted hue 
fields. Oil and mixed media works of remembered situations are done in silent frenetic lines. The 
blankness in the faces, and backgrounds in the paintings reflect a realization I sometimes come to 
after exiting a state of myopic self-reflection where I tend to reside: I may be out of perspective. I 
am living in a fantastic world centered around myself. And that doesn’t do me any good. 
Sketchbook-sized watercolors and graphite drawings of common things, orange roses in vases, birds, 
white churches, gently rolling hills, and young women. A quilt of blue family clothing has irregular 
stitches made in various moods--Sometimes I was worked up  about the quilt, or maybe something 
else (euphoric, morose, nervous, incensed). Next to this quilt is my grandmother’s quilt. The 
drawings and my grandma’s quilt are part of the same culture and tradition. They are quite 
rectangular and worried about how successful they are at neatness and one-point perspective. 
Exhibiting artifacts and other representations of my family’s visual culture in a place like my family’s 
habitat is both evidentiary and performative. These objects are too humble and their content too 
personal to be on display. Even in a nontraditional exhibition space, a show is anything from 
anonymous. But reasons for reserving this work become moot in light of the desire for relationships. 
Betting on empathy is very worthwhile. Anything an audience could learn about me through this 
work corroborates what you already know about any human: I have an internal life that is often 
preoccupied by the self and the relation of the self to others, especially those with whom we have 
familial and-or emotional bonds, and what our interconnected future might be. This exploration of 
my family’s traditions, and my tradition’s condition as it rests with me, is taken on self-consciously 
and un-sacredly.  
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Exhibition proposal 
 
 

The bulk of my study in visual art was in painting and drawing. I have five oil paintings for 
this show from my time at Marlboro. Three are of my family and two are of friends at school. They 
are personal, the blank faces and figures a representation of the distance between my perception of 
them and their mind. The paintings locate people in common locales, where we would be together, 
and hopefully show the wear of time and circumstances on the relationships. I claim to know most 
of these people well, and I see them in a completely different light than I used to. My memories of 
them and my memories of these places are intertwined, and we change with our changing 
landscapes. I hope a viewer would see the depth of care in thinking about and interacting with these 
loved ones and that people would think about their own closest relationships, what they know and 
don’t know about people, what their hopes and fears are about their relationships. 
 

This last year, I also started to look at the material culture of my family—our art and 
designed objects. This physical history, besides the paintings, drawings, and quilts that I have chosen 
to include alongside my work in this exhibition, includes the barn my dad designed and helped the 
contractor build; the way my mom arranges the clothes on the clothesline each wash; the way she, 
and now I, cut and style our hair; the house built by my maternal grandma’s three-greats grandpa; 
the carpentry of my paternal grandfather; and the tubas my dad builds, and the hard, sour biscuits 
my paternal grandmother made for supper with my grandfather every day. These objects and 
practices of making alle speak to  my parents identities and, by extension, mine. They reflect our 
shared values:  purity, love, kindness, work, German-American and British-American identity and 
culture, simplicity, responsibility, sincerity, and forgiveness. 

 
I have small, yellowed drawings and watercolors torn out of sketchbooks that my mom and 

great-grandmother filled over their lifetimes. They are balanced figurative works, with soft, 
harmonious colors, for the most part representing what they experienced daily. I envision the 
drawings hung spaced out evenly and not too neatly, sometimes in stacks, sometimes as they might 
be in a living room, to show connections between the works. I want to make the connections 
between my response works and the older works obvious. Some drawings will ideally be displayed 
on transparent surfaces with light passing through them. The first of these is the two Simple barns 
should be overlapped. The bottom edge of the watercolor barn my maternal great-grandmother, 
Gertrude Springer, made, should be tucked behind the top end of the imitative graphite drawing I 
made. The overlap echoes that which remains the same through generational changes in knowledge 
and attitude. The second work that should be displayed on a transparent surface are a few of my 
mother’s drawings and paintings that have her children’s colored pencil scribbles on the other side 
of the paper and mingle together with light passing through them. Displaying drawings on windows 
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may also reveal where the work, its peaceful harmony, and its meanings end, and the “rest of the 
world,” begins. I and the drawings, as creations of my mother, can relate to this outside world, but 
started with no knowledge of it. The most interesting relationship of the work to the view out the 
window might be a nonsequitur to the pastoral churches and barns and cute, innocent animals and 
houses, to something that couldn’t be in the same world as these drawings, but is, in fact, inhabited 
by the children and grandchildren of people who might make drawings similar to these. I’m 
imagining a view out a city window to a concrete wall, or into a bland housing development, or 
overlooking an industrial sector. 

 
Besides all the artworks of my mom’s that I have now and any more that are found by 

chance, I will include one or a few of my mom’s acrylic text paintings on sanded scrap barn wood 
that say things like “WELCOME” or “Our Happy Home” or “Make a Joyful Noise” or “happy 
Easter.” They  will be placed in conversation with my three text paintings, two of which are taken 
from the Bible and one of which is a question Mom would say to me in middle and high school that 
I thought a lot about and influenced my arrival at this subject: “WHY BE NORMAL?” The 
“NORMAL'' referenced is the cultural norms of Iowan youth that I desperately wanted to emulate. 
The text paintings and the figurative paintings would be hung on separate walls if possible, stacked 
evenly. 

 
I made a lopside, asymmetric quilt of my own clothing that is mostly soft blue and gray. The 

clothing that comprises it was given to me by my mom and grandmothers. The cross in the center of 
the quilt is made from a crewneck sweatshirt,my maternal grandma gave me in January 2019. I also 
plan to show a quilt the same grandma made and gave to me when I graduated high school with 
maple leaf blocks in a symmetrical pattern. I intend to hang to hang them close to the ground, so 
they are present as objects as well as images. Ideally, I would have them back-to-back, dividing the 
space, my grandma’s quilt facing the watercolors and drawings, and my blue quilt facing the oil 
paintings.  

 
The last element in the exhibition could be painted text on the walls, present around and 

behind the works, either by painting directly onto the gallery surfaces  or by covering the area of the 
gallery displaying the oil paintings in thin white paper covered in text. It would be small, in my own 
handwriting, and intermittently legible. I want visitors to notice the physicality and narrative weight 
of the text and its surface in relation to the images, and how words and images are discounted or 
elevated by their surroundings. 

 
I want the viewer to think about what might be in the gallery if it was their own mothers’ 

“unproductive” work represented.  What would their family’s material history look like to others? I 
hope they wonder if all their own small, unfinished or ungrand work could be displayed with just as 
much celebration. 
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